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Legislation is being considered which would allow depository financial institutions throughout the nation to offer to households interest-paying checking accounts, more popularly known as NOW (Negotiable Order of Withdrawal) accounts. Bankers, in general, are concerned about the effects on earnings of such a regulatory change. Several studies of NOW accounts, however, suggest that this concern may be unjustified, as only small earnings effects have been detected in areas where NOW accounts are currently permitted.

One of the reasons for the expectation of small effects on bank earnings due to nationwide NOW accounts can be traced to the ways by which banks are currently circumventing the prohibition of interest on demand deposits by offering services to depositors at no charge or at low rates. The primary service offered to households is the processing of checks written and deposited by these customers. In effect, this amounts to implicit interest payments. Thus, permission for nationwide NOW accounts would have the most pronounced effect on the form in which banks pay demand deposit interest, with direct interest payments replacing indirect, or implicit, interest payments.

This article is concerned with the same sort of analysis of interest-bearing demand deposits, only as it applies to business accounts. Although business accounts have not been given serious consideration in the discussion of permitting interest-bearing demand deposits, it seems likely that a favorable experience with interest-bearing household accounts could lead to the lifting of the interest-paying prohibition on all demand deposits. The analysis involves an examination of compensating balances, or the demand deposit balances banks require from firms in compensation for preferential loan terms or low-priced services.

The Role of Compensating Balance Requirements in the Competition Among Banks for the Deposits of Business Firms

Bank policies of requiring compensating balances from business firms are considered since, as revealed


A recent regulatory change has made the prohibition of interest payments on the demand deposits of business firms less effective. Banks are now permitted to offer savings accounts to business firms up to $150,000 per firm. The firms that take advantage of another regulatory change which allows banks to transfer funds between their checking and savings accounts based upon telephone instruction are able to keep part of their working balances in interest earning accounts. However, these changes in regulations significantly affect the cash management of only relatively small firms.

Two recent studies consider very briefly the effects on banks of interest on demand deposits of business firms. Both studies conclude that such interest payments would have minimal effects on bank earnings. See Cates and Chase, The Payment of Interest on Checking Accounts, p. viii, and Staff Study, Board of Governors, The Impact of the Payment of Interest on Demand Deposits, pp. 44-45.
in several studies cited below, most bank lending arrangements with business firms involve compensating balance requirements. Therefore, if banks are currently paying implicit interest on demand deposit balances of business firms, such bank policies would tend to be reflected in the nature of compensating balance requirements.

Differing views are held as to why banks require compensating balances. One view is that banks require compensating balances simply to increase the return on loans. Another view is that compensating balances serve as partial collateral for loans.

Of these two explanations, the argument that banks attempt to increase their returns on loans by requiring borrowers to hold demand balances is discussed more frequently in the banking literature. According to this view, a bank requires a borrower to leave some proportion of its loan with the bank as an idle demand deposit balance. Under this arrangement the effective yield on lending to the customer is higher than the stated rate on its loan, since the customer has use of only a portion of the total loan on which it is paying interest. While only a few economists explicitly state this view of compensating balances, many apparently support it when they claim that the true costs of borrowing at commercial banks must be adjusted upward from stated loan rates to reflect the additional cost of holding idle compensating balances.

The accuracy of this explanation of compensating balances can be tested, since it has several implications for behavior. For example, the stated interest rates on loans to borrowers that hold compensating balances would tend to be lower than the interest rates on loans to borrowers that do not hold compensating balances. Also, banks would set compensating balance requirements in terms of minimum balances, since compensating balances would represent simply the borrowed funds which customers are not allowed to use, and not their working balances. Consequently, demand deposit balances of borrowers holding compensating balances would tend to be at least some minimum fraction of their outstanding loans at all points in time. These inferences would also follow from the explanation that compensating balances serve as a form of partial collateral for loans.

A third view of compensating balances is that banks require them as part of agreements that involve payment of implicit interest on the demand deposits that business firms use as their working balances. Business firms hold working balances to finance their transactions, but banks are not allowed to compete for those deposits with offers of direct interest payments. Operating under this constraint on bank competition, firms shop to find banks which, in return for deposit of their working balances, will offer loans at lowest interest rates and lowest fees for services. To insure that they are compensated for preferential loan terms and low fees on services, banks require that firms keep certain average demand deposit balances. Thus, firms can use their deposits that serve as compensating balances for their working balances, drawing them down when making expenditures and letting them accumulate when receiving payments.

If this third interpretation of compensating balance requirements is correct, banks would tend to offer better loan terms and lower fees on services to their depositors than to nondepositors, but also, banks would set compensating balance requirements in terms of average balances, rather than minimum. Therefore, at any point in time, demand deposit balances of customers holding compensating balances would not necessarily be some minimum proportion of their loans outstanding.

Several reasons can be given for accepting the view that compensating balance requirements reflect payment of implicit interest on the working balances of business firms, and thus, for rejecting the view that banks require compensating balances just to raise the effective interest rates on loans. If banks require firms to hold idle compensating balances to increase their effective yields on loans, both banks and their customers could benefit from eliminating such compensating balance requirements, except when usury ceilings are effective. The same reasoning can be used to indicate why requiring minimum compensating balances would be an unprofitable way of charging for use of bank services or of requiring borrowers to provide collateral for loans. However, as indicated in the Appendix, both banks and their borrowers can benefit from average compensating balance requirements satisfied by the customers' working balances.

Also, evidence on banking practices presented in the following section indicates that most banks allow their business customers to meet compensating balance requirements with average balances, instead of setting minimum balance requirements. This result

---

Footnote:

supports the view that banks are paying implicit interest on the working balances of business firms.

Finally, compensating balances are most frequently imposed upon relatively large firms by large banks, as noted in several surveys of banking practices. The market for loans to the relatively large firms is generally believed to be the most competitive market for bank loans. Therefore, these observations are consistent only if compensating balance requirements reflect competition by banks for demand deposits.

A SURVEY OF EVIDENCE

Two conditions are necessary if compensating balance requirements are to be interpreted as part of arrangements by which banks pay implicit interest on the demand deposits that their business borrowers use as working balances:

(a) Depositors receive better loan terms than non-depositors with similar risk characteristics or receive services at lower fees than nondepositors.

(b) Banks allow firms to meet compensating balance requirements with their average balances.

Loan Terms and Fees on Services for Depositors

Several studies present evidence that business firms do receive preferential loan terms when they borrow where they hold demand deposit accounts. A recent study of reports by corporations to the Securities and Exchange Commission provides additional evidence of preferential loan terms for depositors. In reports from a sample of corporations, about half of the firms borrowing at banks under compensating balance requirements reported that banks offered options of borrowing at higher interest rates without compensating balance requirements, even though such information was not requested in the reports.7

Evidence that firms receive implicit interest on their demand deposit balances in the form of services is available from studies of account analysis by banks. A bank conducting account analysis keeps records on services used by a business customer, calculates the average level of demand deposits in the customer’s account that are necessary to compensate the bank for services used, and analyzes the customer’s demand deposit balance to determine whether it is generally large enough to compensate the bank for the services used without charging explicit fees. A study of account analysis at 130 major U.S. banks conducted by the Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank in July 1976 lists balance requirements for 31 separate corporate services.8

Indirect evidence that banks have been paying implicit interest on demand deposits is found in a study by Klein.9 He estimated an implicit rate of return that banks would have been paying on demand deposits under the assumption that banks are competitive. Equations which estimate the aggregate demand for money were improved significantly by including this estimated rate of return on demand deposits as an explanatory variable. Klein’s study indicates that, in adjusting cash holdings to changes in interest rates, the public behaves as though banks are paying interest on demand deposits. His evidence does not apply specifically to the demand for money by business firms, but since a large proportion of money holdings are by business firms, conclusions concerning determinants of the total demand for money would tend to hold for the money holdings of business firms.10

Compensating Balances as Working Balances

Surveys of Banking Practices — Several studies of how banks calculate and enforce compensating balance requirements were conducted in the 1950s and 1960s, based on interviews with bankers or questionnaires filled out by bankers. Those studies indicated that compensating balance requirements were com-


8The study is based upon financial statements of 100 corporations for 1975. About 60 percent of these firms reported borrowing under compensating balance requirements. Of the other firms, about half had no short-term domestic bank borrowings. See Richard Kolodny and Peter Seeley, “The Integration of Compensating Balance Theory and Monetary Theory,” State University of New York at Binghamton, mimeographed, May 1976.


In 1976, business firms were estimated to hold about 60 percent of the demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations.
mon in bank lending agreements with business firms, especially among large banks lending to large firms.\textsuperscript{11} The bases on which compensating balance requirements are determined vary among banks, as proportions of actual borrowings, credit lines, or both. Whatever the amount of compensating balances, the surveys revealed that banks generally allowed firms to meet these requirements with average annual balances. The primary exception was arrangements with finance companies, which were often required to hold minimum compensating balances.\textsuperscript{12}

A survey of compensating balance practices conducted by Burns in 1971 yields results which are very similar to those of the older studies cited above.\textsuperscript{13} His survey included 109 banks in the Eleventh Federal Reserve District. All banks in the survey with total deposits over $100 million required compensating balances of borrowers, whereas less than half of the banks with total deposits under $50 million did so. All of the banks with total deposits over $100 million allowed firms to meet compensating balance require-


\textsuperscript{12} By experience, banks can anticipate that, given the demand by firms in most industries for short-term credit and transaction balances, their average demand deposit balances will be large enough, in relation to their average borrowings, to make the combined business with those firms profitable, even when lending to them at preferential rates. The demand for short-term credit relative to transactions demand for money is higher for finance companies than for firms in most other industries. If banks allowed firms in financial industries to use their demand deposits as working balances with no minimum deposits required, they could not anticipate profitable business with such firms if their loans were at the preferential rates given other depositors. Therefore, financial firms that prefer the prestige of being prime borrowers hold demand deposit balances at the lending banks and accept minimum deposit balance restrictions. See Jack M. Cutten and Richard G. Davis, "Compensating Balances," \textit{Monthly Review}, Federal Reserve Bank of New York (December 1961), pp. 205-10; Davis and Cutten, "Are Compensating Balance Requirements Irrational?", \textit{Journal of Finance} (March 1966), pp. 121-26.


\textsuperscript{15} Detailed results from this study are available from the author upon request.
borrowers, their average demand deposit balance during the month of the survey if they had a demand deposit account where they borrowed, activity in those demand deposit accounts, and the industrial classification of borrowers.

Data from this survey can be used to analyze the nature of compensating balance requirements. One approach is to examine the distribution of the ratios of demand deposit balances to loans outstanding among individual borrowers that have demand deposit accounts where they borrow. Data from the survey provide approximations to the demand deposit balances and loans outstanding of borrowers as of a point in time, since the measure of demand deposit balances is average balances over a month, and loans outstanding are reported as of the end of that month.

If banks impose minimum compensating balance requirements, the observed deposit-to-loan ratios of individual customers at any point in time would be at or above the required compensating balance ratios. Firms observed to have ratios of demand deposits to loans outstanding higher than the required compensating balance ratios would be those that had just received large cash inflows at the time of the survey and those that generally hold higher deposit balances in relation to their loans outstanding than banks require. However, if compensating balance requirements are enforced in terms of average balances, the deposit-to-loan ratios of individual borrowers at a point in time would be distributed widely above and below the average compensating balance ratios that are required.

In this study deposit-to-loan ratios were found to be distributed widely above and below the ratios mentioned in the banking literature as required compensating balance ratios. For instance, at most banks in the survey, over half of the customers with demand deposit accounts where they borrowed held demand deposit balances which were less than ten percent of their loans outstanding. One exception to this involves firms in financial industries. Their deposit-to-loan ratios tended to be more concentrated in the range from 10 percent to 30 percent than for other borrowers, supporting the view expressed above that minimum compensating balance requirements are enforced more frequently on financial firms than on firms in other industries.

Another approach to investigating the nature of compensating balances involves analyzing the "idle" demand deposit balances held by business firms. If compensating balances just represent part of bank loans that borrowers are required to hold as demand deposit balances in some fixed proportion to the amount of their loans, borrowers would not have incentives to hold their working deposit accounts where they borrow. Under such conditions demand deposit accounts of business firms that borrow at banks where they do not keep their working balances would be "idle," that is, have no debits or credits. On the other hand, the demand deposit accounts of business borrowers would tend to be active accounts, that is, have frequent debits and credits, if compensating balances are generally the working balances of firms.

Survey results indicate that for banks of various sizes, idle demand deposit balances of their business borrowers are one percent or less of their total demand deposit liabilities. Also, of the idle demand deposit balances held by firms, a substantial proportion was held by firms in financial industries. Thus, almost all of the demand deposit balances held by business firms at banks where they borrow appear to be working balances.

**IMPLICATIONS OF INTEREST PAYMENTS ON DEMAND DEPOSITS FOR BANKS AND THEIR BUSINESS CUSTOMERS**

Would Banks Pay Explicit Interest on Demand Deposits?

The evidence presented above indicates that banks are paying implicit interest on the working balances of business firms. Given that banks and their business customers have found means of circumventing the prohibition of interest on demand deposits, would banks be induced to pay explicit interest on demand deposits if given permission to do so, or would banks and their customers be satisfied with current arrangements for compensating depositors? Implications of interest on demand deposits for banks and their business customers developed in the following sections are based upon the assumption that banks would pay explicit interest on demand deposits of business firms if given permission to do so.

One set of circumstances under which banks would tend to offer explicit interest would be if, under the prohibition on interest payments, banks had been offering their depositors different implicit interest rates. Banks could do so if they could take advantage of varying degrees of information that customers have
about banking services that are available in return for their deposit accounts. The prohibition of interest payments is conducive to such discrimination. Banks may be able to offer business customers different combinations of credit terms and services without variation in implicit returns becoming common knowledge among bank customers, because of the individualized nature of such packages of credit terms and services.

However, if banks began offering explicit interest on demand deposits and pricing services separately, customers could more easily make comparisons among banks, and therefore, opportunities for discrimination among customers would be reduced. Banks especially interested in expanding the scope of their operations might begin offering explicit interest on deposits to attract customers that had been receiving relatively small implicit returns on their deposit balances at other banks. Those banks attempting to attract more deposits would be able to communicate information to potential customers concerning explicit interest to be paid on demand deposits more easily than information on the availability of various combinations of loan terms and bank services. Under such conditions there would be competitive pressures on other banks to offer explicit interest on demand deposits.

The case for assuming that banks would pay explicit interest on demand deposits does not depend, however, upon bank discrimination among customers. Even if banks are currently paying competitive implicit rates of interest on the demand deposit balances of all firms, there would also be reasons to expect that banks would begin paying explicit interest if given permission to do so.

If banks set no floor on loan rates to depositors, firms could receive all of their implicit interest on demand deposits in the form of bank loans at relatively low interest rates. Firms with small loan demand relative to their average demand deposit balances would be allowed to borrow at relatively low interest rates in order to provide the same implicit return as that to depositors with relatively larger loan demands.

However, banks generally set the prime rate as the minimum loan rate for all borrowers, including depositors, and surveys indicate that required compensating balance ratios generally vary between 10 percent and 20 percent. Therefore, the benefit a firm receives from its bank in terms of preferential loan terms is limited by its demand for bank loans at the prime rate. Customers which have low loan demands relative to their average demand deposit balances would receive any additional implicit interest in the form of services at no cost or at fees lower than costs to banks of providing the services. Given this pricing structure, the marginal units of bank services would be of little value to many firms, and thus they would not receive the full value of their implicit interest. Such firms would benefit from receiving their interest on deposits directly as cash payments and purchasing bank services at fees high enough to cover costs (including normal returns). With explicit fees a firm would demand bank services only up to the point at which the value to the firm from an additional unit of service equals the cost to the bank of providing the service.

The history of bank competition for demand deposits prior to the 1930s can perhaps provide some guidance on whether banks would pay explicit interest on demand deposits. Major money center banks frequently agreed to limit rates of interest on demand deposits, but often those agreements were undermined quickly by competitive behavior. If banks failed at limiting rate competition on demand deposits prior to the 1930s, when anti-trust prosecution of such collusive agreements was more lax, they probably would not be able to limit interest rate competition for demand deposits now, unless government sets the rate.

**Effects on Bank Profits**

The effects that explicit interest payments on demand deposits of business firms would have on earnings depends upon the implicit interest rates they have been paying. With limited information publicly available on individual bank-customer relationships, it is difficult to estimate the implicit interest rates banks are now paying. For banks now paying a competitive implicit interest rate, interest on deposits would have minimal effects on earnings. The staff of the Board of Governors made a rough estimate that explicit interest payments on demand deposits would increase the net costs of business demand deposits to banks by no more than one-half of one percent.

**Effects on Bank Loan Interest Rates**

The analysis above has implications for another issue involved in the payment of interest on demand deposits: would banks raise their interest rates on...
loans to offset part of their increase in interest costs, if the prohibition of interest payments on demand deposits was lifted, and if they did so, what would be the reason? One condition under which banks might raise their loan rates in response to interest on demand deposits would be if banks have some monopoly power in the market for credit. If interest on demand deposits would raise the marginal costs of lending for banks, they would tend to raise their interest rates on loans, although not necessarily by enough to fully cover the increased cost of attracting funds.

A second possibility is that banks would invest more of their assets in higher risk, higher rate loans in order to cover the increased costs of interest payments on demand deposits. Concern that interest on demand deposits would induce banks to make high risk loans has been one of the reasons for prohibiting such interest payments since the early 1930s.\footnote{Studies by Benston and Cox found that evidence from the 1920s and 1930s does not support the hypothesis that banks which paid higher interest rates on deposits had more risky assets or that banks which paid higher interest rates on deposits had greater tendency to fail. See George J. Benston, “Interest Payments on Demand Deposits and Bank Investment Behavior,” Journal of Political Economy (October 1964), pp. 431-49, and Cox, Regulation of Interest on Bank Deposits.}

However, there is a third condition under which banks would raise interest rates on some of their loans which would reflect neither monopoly power nor increased risk. If banks are currently paying implicit interest to business firms on their demand deposit balances in the form of lower loan rates or lower-fee services, banks would tend to raise the loan rates offered to their business depositors relative to the loan rates offered to other borrowers when they began paying explicit interest on demand deposits. Such a reaction by banks would indicate that they had been competing indirectly for demand deposits under the prohibition on explicit interest payments, and not necessarily that banks have monopoly power in the market for credit or that banks would be making riskier loans.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Studies of banking practices indicate that firms receive loans at preferential rates and bank services at low fees when they borrow or use services at banks where they keep demand deposit balances. Those studies also report that the demand deposit balances which firms hold as compensation for preferential loan rates or low-priced services are, in general, their working balances. These observations support the view that banks have been circumventing the prohibition of interest payments in competing for the demand deposit balances of business firms.

If banks were permitted to pay interest on the demand deposit balances of business firms directly, there would be some incentives for banks to do so. If banks did begin paying explicit interest, they would tend to offer depositors and nondepositors the same loan terms, and end the practice of requiring compensating balances of business borrowers. Banks that would substitute explicit for implicit interest payments would raise the interest rates that they charge business depositors for loans and increase their fees on services. For banks currently paying competitive interest rates on the demand deposits of business firms through indirect means, payment of explicit interest would have small net effect on earnings.

**APPENDIX**

Are Minimum Compensating Balance Requirements Rational?

This appendix demonstrates that both a bank and borrower could benefit from eliminating minimum compensating balance requirements and, alternatively, that both banks and their customers can benefit from compensating balance requirements set in terms of average balances.

Suppose a bank has excess reserves of $840 which it plans to lend to its customers. One customer wishes to borrow $800. If the bank imposes a compensating balance requirement of 20 percent, it would lend the customer $1,000 and require that $200 be held in demand balances. If the bank’s marginal reserve requirement on demand deposits was 20 percent, its required reserves would go up by $40 due to creating the $200 of net demand deposits, thus reducing the bank’s excess reserves to zero. Thus, the bank would use the $840 in excess reserves by making $800 available to the customer to use
as it wishes and by creating $200 in compensating balances, which would increase its required reserves by $40.

If the bank imposed minimum balance requirements, the customer would not be allowed to draw its demand balance below $200. Those balances would not be useful to the customer for conducting transactions, and therefore, the customer would receive no benefit from holding them. Suppose the bank charges the customer 8 percent interest on the $1,000. To the borrower this is an effective interest rate of 10 percent since he pays $80 in interest annually, on the $1,000 loan, but has use of only $800.

Under these conditions, both the bank and the customer could benefit from eliminating the compensating balance requirement. If the bank lent $800 to the customer without requiring a demand balance, the bank would still have $40 in excess reserves to invest, and the bank and the customer could share interest on the $40. The customer would benefit from any reduction in its interest rate on the $800 loan below 10 percent.

On the other hand, suppose the customer holds a $200 average demand deposit balance and is willing to move that working balance account to the bank with $840 in excess reserves if that bank will offer a favorable interest rate on a loan of $800. Under such an arrangement the bank would lend $800 to the customer, $40 in reserves would be required on the $200 addition to the bank's demand deposit liabilities, and the bank would, on average, have $200 in additional excess reserves to invest.

Suppose the market rate of interest on loans to nondepositors is 10 percent. What rate of interest would the bank charge the customer with the $200 average demand deposit balance on its loan of $800? The answer depends upon the degree of competition among banks. As one case, suppose banks are perfectly competitive. Under that assumption, all benefits from compensating balance agreements are passed on to depositors. The bank in this example could increase its earning assets by $160 under the compensating balance agreement; the customer deposits $200, and as an offsetting effect, required reserves go up by $40. At a market rate of 10 percent, the bank can earn an additional $16 per year. Under perfect competition, the bank would charge the depositor $64 per year on the $800 loan, or 8 percent, which is $16 below what the customer would be charged on the $800 loan as a non depositor. With an annual savings of $16 in interest costs and a $200 average demand deposit balance, the implicit interest rate on demand deposits is 8 percent.

In this example all benefits from the compensating balance agreement go to the depositor. However, if the bank offers the customer a smaller reduction in its loan interest rate below the market rate, both the bank and the customer can benefit from a compensating balance agreement compared to the situation with no compensating balance agreement. For instance, suppose the bank is willing to lend $800 to the customer with the $200 average demand deposit balance at 70 interest per year, instead of $64 as in the example above. The customer would have paid $80 interest per year as a non depositor, and therefore, is better off under this compensating balance agreement than it would be as a non depositor. If the bank did not enter into this compensating balance agreement, it could earn $84 from lending its $840 of excess reserves to non depositors. However, under this compensating balance agreement, the bank would earn $70 from lending $800 to the depositor and an additional $20 per year from investing the depositor's average demand deposit balance.

This example illustrates how compensating balance agreements involve implicit interest payments on demand deposits under the following conditions:

(a) a depositor gets a lower loan rate than it would as a non depositor,
(b) the bank allows the customer to satisfy the compensating balance requirement with its average balances, and
(c) the bank attracts additional reserves through the compensating balance agreement.

However, compensating balance agreements can involve implicit interest payments on demand deposits even if a bank loans a customer the compensating balance, as illustrated below.

Assume that all conditions are the same as in the example above except that the bank lends the customer $200 which is to be held at the bank as a working balance. The customer also borrows $800 for other purposes, thus borrowing $1,000 in total. This transaction can be analyzed like that in the example above by treating the $1,000 loan as being in two parts: first, the competitive bank lends the customer $200 for a working demand deposit balance at the market interest rate of 10 percent, and then lends $800 at 8 percent, taking into consideration the $200 average compensating balance. The average interest rate on the two loans would be 8.4 percent, with interest payments of $84 per year. Since the customer would save $16 per year by holding its average demand deposit balance of $200 at the bank at which it borrows, its implicit interest return on demand deposits would be 8 percent.

Thus minimum compensating balance requirements are unprofitable for banks since by creating demand deposit balances, which borrowers would hold as idle balances, banks increase their required reserves. Compensating balance requirements based upon the average balances of borrowers can be profitable for banks and their customers since the firms may use their demand deposits as compensating balances or as working balances, and banks retain the demand deposit liabilities they create from the excess reserve they lend to their customers. Through use of such compensating balance agreements banks and their customers are able to circumvent the prohibition of interest payments on demand deposits.